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Early scholars such as Dundes (1965) and Bascomb (1965) claim that the value of folk-song depends 
only upon ils function as entertainment. With further research. folk-songs have been discovered to 
renect the broad ethical rramework of the society in which they are composed. This is seen as a logical 
development, especially if one considers that literature and society are interdependent. and that human 
expression is a window through which one views the nonns and values of a society 
In thi s brief discussion I propose. as the title suggests. to analyse a marriage song which expresses! 
manifests the attitude of the groom' family to young bride in the Zulu community. Mkhonto (in 
Dyubhele 1994. 142) observes that 
TIle use of verbal attack agalllst others amongst human bemgs IS a very anCient fonn which 
appears to have Its ro<xs in pnmitive practices such as fonnulaic in primitive curses and 
magical incantations. Such an attack is nO( without mO(lve, wtuch in all probabJllty IS to 
ridicule hUIll(m fuliky. 
In some cases this verbal attack is provoked by human weakness ofmisbehavtour, and is an outburst of 
anger directed at the individual or situation concerned. In thi s case the attack is provoked by a human 
sense of selfishness. where the groom's family develops a negative attitude towards the young bride. 
The groom's family looks at the young bride as a person who is responsible for doing all the household 
chores in her new husband's home. While many new Zulu brides are welcomed as daughters to their 
husband's homes, it is not impossible that the young Zulu bride could be treated like a 'Cinderella ' 
with quasi-slave status. 
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Aim of the study 
The study of Zulu marriage values and attitudes observed in the analysis o f a song in its context reveals 
that the Zulu song const itutes a form of oral communication which has its relevance in the social 
system of the Zulu people. Sishi (1996:50) supports this by saying: 
Oral messages conveyed by these songs touch directly and indirectly not only the life of the 
marrying couple but the life of every Zulu. Hence this reflects the way of life of the Zulu people 
Irrespective of where they live 
I am a Zulu makoll (daughter-in-law). and I am therefore in the position of providing an insider or 
" implicated" (Stoller. 1996) view of the role of the makOli in Zulu sociery From thi s perspective. I 
wish to investigate and record a marriage song which displays a particular set of values and attitudes 
towards Zulu brides. This oral tradition plays a regulating and cohering role in the fabric of the Zulu 
people. Because this is an oral tradition, it has not yet been recorded in writing. This study will 
contextualise this oral tradition in a social framework and place it on record . In add ition, the research 
project will demonstrate that the gestual, rhythmo-melodic and linguistic features operate 
mnemonically in the performance of the song (Jousse 1997). It is intended that this research will make 
a contribution to the renaissance of an "African Africa" (Amadou Hampate 8a). 
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Scope of the study 
The study is not intended to trace those Zulus who conducted their weddings in trad itional ways of the 
pre-Shakan period. Further, this study does nOI undertake 10 describe, invest igate or analyse the song 
Umakoli UII}:Oll'eflll f in ethno-poetic, lin.guist ic, grammatical or ethno-musicological terms. Instead I 
have undertaken 10 demonstrated how the Mnemonic Laws and Mnemotechnical devices discovered 
by Marcel Jousse can be applied to the gestual-visuaVoral-aural pelfollllance of the song, thus 
identifYing the manner in which custom is embedded in human memory. 
This study has a twofold foclIs: 
I. It examines some marriage values among modem Zulu brides in the KwaHlathi area of the 
Mnambithi region in K waZulu-Natal , 
2. It demonstrates a rhythmo-mnemonic Oral-style analysis of a Zulu marriage song. 
This study takes into account that as societies change, thei r institutions also change. This is also true of 
the Zulus. Zulu marriages have assumed a new dimension in contemporary contexts and the songs and 
other perfom13tive acts reveal this innovation. 
The language used in these perfonlled acts is attuned to this change, yet express continuity of tradition. 
Finnegan (1970) observes that "even in society apparently dominated by the printed word, the oral 
aspect is not entirely lost", This quotation explains the persistence of these perfornlances in spite of the 
onslaught by forces of modernisation and education (Sishi 1996:2). 
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Literature Rrview 
In this study, information about Zulu maniages has been drawn from a variety of sources, which 
include some of the following. 
In her compilation of the social systems of the Zulu people. Kdge (1974) gives the reader a thorough 
understanding of the Zulu people. Her book embraces the social stnlcture and organisat ion of the Zulu 
people. some of which still obtain today and still influence their thinking and their behaviour. 
In Oral Uferallll'e, Finnegan ( 1970) provides very extensive and useful infol111ation on elements of oral 
perfomlance. She also gives a general analysis of tile perfollllance elements in their contexts. A great 
deal of this infonlmtion has been very lIseful in providing clear direction for this research project. 
Braadveldt (1927) gives an elaborate account of old traditional mamages, their customs and 
ceremonies. This has been most valuable in discovering the old and the new in Zulu marriage customs. 
Khumalo 's (1997) analysis of the traditional Zulu marriage includes tenllS like IIl11luhok(d (the blide) 
and IIdweJld\l'e (wedding ceremony). These tenns were mostly lIsed during the pre-Shakan peliod 
Khumalo's thesis provided insights into pre-Shakan marriage customs out of which the post-Shakan 
and modem marriages have developed. 
Magwaza ( 1993) deals with a number of traditional ceremonies such as uklllhol1lba (the stage where a 
girl reaches the mahlre stage and experiences mensuration). and IImemlllo (the traditional marriageable 
ritual of a young Zulu woman). The above ceremonies are pelformed before the process of 106010 and 
the wedding ceremony. Magwaza highlights the cultural importance of the ceremonies she descdbes, 
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of which marriage is only onc 
The dynamic nature of women's traditional songs 
Traditional Zulu marriages are celebrated difterently fTOm Christian weddings The whole concept of 
the traditional Zulu marriage instilution and its mores have been revolutionised by Christianity. 
Chlistian marriage means acceptance of one wife and the condemnation of traditional Zulu polygamy. 
Vows are made before the Chlistian God. and not before the traditional members of the extended 
family as the case used to be in traditional Zulu marriage ceremonies It also means the creation of a 
new concept. that of contemporary Zulu wedding songs which did not exist previously. 
The role of song as a significant element associated with marriage rituals is Ilot restricted to Zulu 
society Boodhoo ( 1994) highlights traditional songs of marriage settlement known as harachia (the 
protection of the bridegroom) songs in the BhiN/Juri tradition of the people of Mauritius. In traditional 
Indian societies, the choice of marriage partners is generally sett led by parents. The foremost of the 
procedures of BI1qjpul"; marriage is the selection of a suitable bridegroom by the father of the girl 
After the bride's father has made the selection. the harachia ceremony is held The initial step reflects 
the solemn delennination of both parties 10 have the marriage consummated 
The fonnal acceptance of the bridegroom is marked by a ceremony in which the bride's father or 
brother applies a Iilak, or red mark to the forehead of the groom as a mark of acceptance. After this 
practise, women sing joyous songs to mark this event. They describe the ceremony in detail, and 
mention the various gifts that are brought for the blidegroom by the bride's party. This marks the 
fonnal integration orthe two families. 
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Bhoodoo (1994 135) observcSlhus. 
"111e posHveddmg songs herald the bnde's departure for her filfil re home 111ey are very 
emotiona l and pathetic refrains that symbolise the separation of the bnde from her family 
and her LIltegratlOll into a new family, where she will ra ise duldren of her OWI1 . She IS 
enjoined to respect her faulcrwinwlaw and motherw in-law, and to be.:1 f her tribulations With 
patience and stoicism 
In Hindu marriages. jewel1ery is very important in a married woman' s life. The traditional Hindu family 
fo1l0"/5 an extended Iluclear family pattern, although nowadays it is becoming more a one-unit family 
( l3hoodoo 1994 156) 
MClhodology 
Interviews 
In the course of thi s study. I conducted interviews with nine manied Zulu women selected because the 
song UmakUli UJl~oH'elllll had been SUIl3 at their marriage ceremonies and they were therefore 
makofls (traditional Zulu daughters-in-law) The respondents' ages ranged from twenty-six to sixty-
two years of age, with an average age of thirty-six years. All of the respondents were residents of 
Kwal-llathi, and had been married for between one to forty-five years. The reason for the interviews 
was to obtain infonllatiol1 directly from the relevant people who are experiencing the life of being Zulu 
married women. I wished to establish the values and attitudes of the women towards their status as 
makOlis. These interviews were conducted both with women who live with their extended families and 
those who live with their nuclear fami lies. 
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Four of the respondents wanted to remain anonymous and co-operated on condition that they \\ould 
not be named These four respondents were all comparatively recently manied - between one to 
twelve years - and numbered among the younger of the respondents, with an average age of thirty 
years orage 
Interviews were conducted in Zulu, the mother-tongue of the respondents. and in neutral and 
comfonable surroundings. Interviews averaged just under one hour each. During the interviews I 
encouraged the interviewees to give an account of their experiences, insights and opinions 
spontaneously and in an UnSlnlctured way, as I wanted to encourage honest and natural responses. The 
questions I put to them were intended to draw out their feelings, opinions and attitudes towards their 
roles as a makoti." and the song lImokOIJ 1I11!!OIl·eJIIII. which indicated to them what this role would 
be 
Piu·ticipant observation 
I attended a number of Zulu weddings at which the song. ( Imakm; ( /lIgolt'et/m was sLIng, which were 
celebrated in the 19805, the early 90s, the late 90s and one in the 21" century on the 8th of January 
2000 (See Appendix for details) In all instances, I observed that the song, Umakoli llJ'!!OIt<etllll. has 
been modified to reflect the current style ofliving. 
Response-s of interviewees: the values and attitudes of some Zulu married women towards their 
status llS mClkoti.\·, 
All interviewees responded enthusiastically and welcomed the opportunity to air their feelings and 
opinions on the subject of the status of the makoli in Zulu society. 
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Respondent Mrs Makhosazane Zwane of Kwal-llathi area is an old woman who is nO\\ a pensioner, a 
granny and is 62 years old. She was married at the age of eighteen, in 1955 Mrs Makhosazane Zwane 
stated that she believes in the old-fashioned life-style where the makOli (daughter-in-law) should break 
away ITom her age-mates and join the older women of the community so that they can give her 
guidance and advice about accepted direction and behaviour. Mrs Zwane stated that the makOI/ tnlly 
belongs - in the material sense of the word - to the groom's family. She said the main reason for this is 
that a payment of Iubo/a (a bride-price of cattle) has been made by the groom and his family for the 
bride. and the bride's and the groom's amadlu:1 (ancestors) have been made aware of the marriage 
This is a doubly binding cont ract between the families involved. The old lady, Mrs Zwane, said that. as 
a younger woman, she lIsed to e[~oy IIk/(kol;:a (hard work as a new bride) while she was a young 
makOfi because hard and active work and giving birth to many children was a matter of pride to her as 
an makuti. She also stated that the makOli should demonstrate hlolllpha (respect) in all she does 
including her manner of dress and speech. and the foods demanded of her because of her makuti status 
Interviews Conducted with Women in the 40-50 Age Range 
Of the women I interviewed, two of them were in the age range forty to fifty years They were Mrs 
B.T. Mncube who was married in 1985 and Mrs G Kunene of KwaHlathi who was married in 1982. 
They both enjoyed IIkllkofiza (hard work as new brides) and they are proud of that. These two women 
are current ly not commercially employed. They say that while they previously saw no need to be 
employed. they now feci the need to find paying work and earn money in order to raise their standard 
ofliving, and because they want a good education for their children. One of I hese sources stated that 
there is nothing wrong in giving birth to many children. She said it is a matter of pride for women to 
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give birth to many children so as to prove that the /oho/a that \\as paid for her was not wasted Both 
these sources do not favour breaking away from the major extended family unit. they want to stay 
together with their-in-Iaws They know very little about women 's lights. 
Intcn'icws Conducted with \Vomen in the 20-40 Age R .. mge 
lsources in this age-range included Mrs V. Khoza of KwaHlathi who was married in 1991 and Mrs J 
Zwane who was married in 1996. Another four sources requested that they not be named. All these 
respondents' marriage ceremonies were conducted in K waHlathi 
These women are well-infomled abollt the Zulu culture. and are fully aware of the traditional role and 
its implications with regard to their status as Zulu mC/koti. Nevertheless, they stated that they prefer 
living in nuclear families with their husbands and children. They preferred not to live in illxlf/llma 
(extended family unit of many houses and many members of the family). These sources stated that they 
want to enjoy their rights as women of the 90s. Four of them are employed and well-educated with 
university degrees. They said they enjoy living with their nuclear families. They stated that they want to 
live in well-developed places where water, electricity and transport are available. They remain in their 
nuclear families for a long periods at a time, and do not visit the extended families regularly. The RO}!O,'i 
(grandmothers) in the extended family system complain about this custom because the very old women 
want every member oflhe family to live within the extended fami lies. The reason why these women do 
nOI want to be named is Ihat thi s issue is very sensitive. 
The sources stated that they support the celebration of Zulu cultural practices, and believe that il 
is righl and proper. for instance. to wear illZi/u (black mourning dress for the deceased ramily 
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member) All these women stated that they want to maintain contaCt with their families and their 
cultural roots They perfonn the duties of being a makoli when they are with their famil ies in the rural 
areas. This usually takes place if there is a ceremony or a rituaL a 1II0kol/ will work hard and do all the 
duties like brewing Ifl11qOl11holhi (Zulu beer) I doubt that they will encourage their daughters to be 
traditional makolls: as it is their daughters know very little about rural life since they live with them in 
the urban areas. 
1, 011 the other hand, because of' my positive expelience as a makofi, will encourage my own daughter 
to be a traditional lI1akoll and visit her parents-ill-law regularly even if she is working and living at a 
distance from the traditional homestead. I would encourage this because I believe that by so doing, she 
will be able to maintain good contact with her cultural roots 1 believe that personal identity and focus 
is dependent on knowing 'where we come from ' 
Of this group. Mrs J. Zwane is the only lI1akuli who enjoys staying with the extended family. She said 
she experiences no difliculty being a rural makoli these days because there is a supply of' electricity in 
rural areas. She also said if she wants to go to town, it is not a problem because taxi transpol1 is 
available In temlS of hard work, she said she enjoys working hard but some of the duties are not 
perfonned by herself alone as she is helped by her sisters-ill-law. Mrs J. Zwane said she el~oys her life 
as a Zwane 1II0kol; because her parents-in-law and her husband, Siphiwe. love her very much. For Mrs 
Zwane, her role as a Zulu makOli is a matter of ex1reme pride and she has chosen to fulfil her role and 
perfoml her duties in a traditional way as an indication of respect and h1ol1;pha (politeness) . This is 
demonstrated by the fact that she wi ll never walk across the front of the hut of her parents-in-law. that 
she keeps her eyes lowered in the presence of her husband and members of his family, and is selective 
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about the tenns she uses when referring to the members of the famil~ 
The other lIIokollS in this group performed these roles and observed the traditions in varyIng 
degrees. but mostly their modern lifestyles and attitudes imply an erosion and modification of the 
traditional behaviours. Modifications in this context are the changes from the traditional life of 
doing things to the modern lifestyle. Some modifications are accepted by the members of the 
extended families for example allowing women to be employed 
Obsen'ations of the song. Unlllko/i Ul1goll'e/IIII. and its lllodific;Hion when sling in KW(lfllathi 
The song lIlIIakOli U"f!oU'elllll is related to the required behaviour of a woman in the Zulu society. 
echoed by the interviewees of all ages. The young woman is expected to work hard and bear children 
for the family. It is clearly indicated that the function of tile makoli in Zulu sociely is to provide service 
for the groom's family, and be ready to be a life panner to the groom 
During a Zulu wedding ceremony, the group of people fi-om the groom's family and entourage will 
sing Umokol! IIl1goll'ellm to infonll the bride and to tell the public that the bride will henceforth belong 
to them, the groom's fami ly. The song also infollTIs the bride about her duties, and the expectations of 
her by the groom's family. 
In the course of this study, I attended a number of wedding ceremonies in KlI'aHlathi as part of my 
observation during data collection. I observed that the song Umokoli UlIgolt'ellm was sung in each 
instance and that in the singing of the song, the bridegroom's family expressed their feelings and 
attitudes about the bride as a new member of the family, their prescriptions about the new bride's 
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behaviour and activities. and their expectations of the duties that she would pelfonn in the home 
In 1985. at the wedding of Mr J Mncube of Danhauser and Mrs T Mncube of KII'ClHloIJII. the song 
was sung and the groom's family was very excited after the signing of the mamage agreement at the 
church. In 1990. at the wedding ofMr J. Manqele of Ntuzuma and Mrs Z. Manqele of KlI'oHlolhi. the 
song was sung with the same words and meaning as that sung at the marriage in 1985 (as below). 
which was interest ing in that the groom's family came from Durban. which is some distance frolll 
KlltlHlaflll 
The Kll 'oHlalhi rural version of the song includes the prescription that : 
Angm,'ohomhl CllII(lhhCl.I'ISlkohho 
She must not go to films 
Whereas the Ntuzuma Township in Durban version includes the prescription that: 
An~m,'ohombl omohhofelo 
She Illllst nO{ go [0 the hotels 
There is modification in the lyrics from ' films ' to ' hotels', The urban people sing about ' hotels' because 
they are living in a place where there are hotels near them, unlike in rural areas where people are living 
far away from town and where there are no hotels for easy access. 
In 1996 I attended the wedd ing of Mr S. Zwane of KwaHlathi and Mrs J. Zwane of Limchill At this 
wedding UmakOli Ungoll'eJilll was sung and the groom's family was excited at the prospect of a new 
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l1Iaku/I in the family What was particularly significant was that this was the first makoll in the Z\\anc 
family. as she had married the first-born son in the family who was theretore the Zwane family heir. 
In September 1999 I attended the wedding of Mr and Mrs Khoza where I observed (/11I(IIWII 
( III}:()H'eillll being sung again 
Every time this song is sung, the audience becomes animated and involved and even end up 
participating by nOt only observing but also by moving up and down celebrating that the bride belongs 
to the groom's family. The singing of the same song has been observed at all weddings I attended 
before and during the research process 
This picture shows the wedding 
ceremony of Theodorah Sombu Zwane 
and Jabulani Mncube who got manied 
in 1985 They are in the church where 
the marriage agreement was signed. The 
same song Ul1IokOli UIlf!.owet/lII was 
sung immediately after the signing of the 
church register. to celebrate the status of 
the makOli as belonging 10 the groom's 
fami ly. The researcher is the bridesmaid 
on the left . 
• 
The picture above was taken at the marriage of \1r and Mrs Manqele at KwaHlathi area. The picture 
was taken on the 151t-: of December 1990 The thatched building in the background is the traditional 
Zulu house - iJldlu ),(lkw(I gogo (granny's house or the house of the (11110(1/0:', the ancestors) - Iha! is 
used in variety of ceremonies. On Ihis occasion. on the Thursday prior to the wedding on the Saturday, 
the bride' s grandfather gathered the family in this 111(1/11 YlIkw(I j:O/!.O. to report the fOl1hcoming 
marriage to Ihe ancestors, and to invite them 10 bless the wedding and to give their support so that the 
marriage would be successful In this instance. the song lImoko/i Ungoll'el/m was sung. on the first 
day of the wedding at the bride's home, by the group featured in the photograph. A stick of the kind 
used in the perfonnance of the song, Umakoli liJlgolt't!llw (see page 21) can be seen carried in the 
right hand ofa man dressed traditionally in the background on the right of the photograph. It must be 
noted that although this marriage had already been solemnised at the Methodist Church in Dundee. it 
remained for the traditional marriage rites to be performed fully before it was considered binding The 
ceremony in the illdlu yakll'o gogo was only one of a number of traditional rites that were performed. 
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Modification to the status of NIl/kati 
Urbanisat ion and globalisation result naturally in a shift away from a traditional life to a more modem 
way of life. Traditional customs are often eroded by the norms and needs of technology and the 
contact with other societies. There are some current modifications to the role and duties of the makoti. 
Traditionally. makoti was expected to do everything at home, the cooking, the washing, working in the 
garden and looking after the children. What I have observed is that the grooms' families have changed 
their attitudes towards makotis. These days a makoti can go and seek employment and be employed. 
The Makmi can decide with her husband on the number of children they want. It is unlike the olden 
days where the parents-in-law decided on the number of children that the couple would bear. (p.c. with 
Gogo Zwane) 
The way of dressing has changed, the modem makoti can wear a skirt without wearing the iphillifi) (an 
overdress sewn with gathering at the waist). I have observed that modem makotis live in their nuclear 
famil ies, and merely pay visits to the extended family during the lImsehellzi (times of functions) The 
makoti (bride) has to h/ollipha (respect) all members of the groom's family starting from the day of 
payment of /obo/a, that is before marriage. What is observed is that some of the makuti!}· practice 
respect and some do not show any respect . Levin (1946:24), writ ing about Xhosa customs 
demonstrates the similarities between the Xhosa and Zulu traditions in this regard: 
During the betrothal period the girl was nex allowed to visit the young man at his home, and she 
avoided passing the kraal in which he lived.. lfshe met any of his male relatives she would nul away 
and hide. 
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The above quotation indicates the pan of l1Iollip/1a (respect) that stans before marriage. This aspect of 
respect is linked to «custom". Reuter ( 196324) defines custom as; 
111e usual practice, habit or malUlcr of conduct. that is, all actual way ofbeha vltlg. In course oftime 
this manner of acting may become an obligauon of conduct. a binding n lle for one's behaviour, it 
any, as we say, obtain the force of law. 111is two distinct things, observance or manner of acting 
and ensuring obligation to act in d13t way, combined to fonn a legal cllstom, wh ich is commonly 
II1terpreted as established usage having the force of law 
Traditionally and even now in the modem limes. people are expected to show good and accepted kind 
of behaviour. People should do things according to the rules that guide the particular society in which 
they live. 
A traditional makoli can do the traditional work of the makoli when she is with the extended family. 
She can also be employed and go to work when she is in her nuclear home. 
How do malmtis - married Zulu women - cope with living in two worlds? 
I have observed that li ving in two worlds is easy for people who understand the reasons why they 
should live in two worlds. For example, I am one of those people. I live in the township. that is, 
1~.,·ikhCflllil1i township. I live in a township, that is where I am employed and where my children attend 
school. These opportunities do not exist in the rural areas where my parents~in-Iaw live. In this place I 
practise modern life. 1 am a well-educated and employed woman. I am free to come up with my ideas 
in my family. I regularly go back to the extended family, where my parents-in-law are staying with 
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other members of the family When I am in the nlral areas, I do not behave like a visilOL but I adjust to 
the local custom I wear the tradi tional ' unifonll ' of a makofi. I'i:. Iphillifo (pinafore), IIkflh/Ol1lpha (a 
cloth scarf worn around the neck to indicate the married status of a vloman) and an idllkll (a scarf 
wound around the head) and perform all the traditional duties of a mC/koti. When I am in the rural 
areas, my behaviour must to sui t the local people and be accepted. I do not stand aside and pretend 
that I know nothing about rural life. but I involve myself in everything that is taki ng place in the 
homestead For example, if there are some preparations for a function that is to be performed. 
become actively involved in IIklfplllsa u/shwala hesiZul1l (the brewing of Zulu beer) 
I choose to live in two worlds because I do not want to forget my roots I love the place where I come 
from and I love my family and relatives that are in the rural areas. I value the place and the people very 
much. I keep on going back home because I do not want to break away ITom the family. At home (in 
the IDo.1ended family) is where I learn a lot about the history of the family, and the values and beliefs of 
the famil y. I believe that a person who runs away from his/her family is like a ' tree without roots' 
In this kind of si tuation. the makOli is not required to work alone, and therefore being the mako/J is not 
inbred tradi tionally as servant to all other members orthe husband's family. This more modem attitude 
is becoming increasingly prevalent . 
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The above picture shows 11I0kOll petfomling one of her duties after the funeral of her mother-in-Ia" 
The makulI is the one who has covered her head and is washing a three-legged pot. The other three 
ladies standing are Ihe sisters-in-law of the makOli. The girls seated on the chairs are the daughters of 
the ulClkoli. It is accepted that the young girls wi ll watch the older makoli work: in the future they will 
perform the same role, but they are, as yet. not yet of an age and do not have the status that requires 
them to perfoml the duties of a makoti. 
Theorelical Frnmework for the analysis of UnllllWli U"!:(lU'ell", as an Oral-style lexl 
Jousse's theory of the Anthropology of Gesle and Rhythm is suitable for the analysis of a traditional 
song because the theory accounts for all aspects of the oral-auraVvisual-gestual mode of Oral-style 
expression evidenced in the perfonnance of the song. The structure that Jousse suggests reflects the 
structure orlhe human body wilh a 'spine' down the centre and the balancing oflhe ' limbs' on either 
side. 
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Jousse's Theory of Expression and Memory: lite Onll Style.' 
Marcel Jousse (1886-1961) who was born into an oral milieu. demonstrated "his capaci ty to best ride 
the oral-literature interface in his inspired lifetime" (Editor' s and translators' foreword Jousse 1997) 
Jousse is responsible for many valuable insights pertaining to human expression in a va riety of 
ways and for a variety of functions. Jousse's theory of "Frum A4imism tu Music ill the Child " 
traces the development of human expression in the young, anthropos I both as an individual and as 
species (Jousse 1997·91). According 10 Jousse, when the anthropos is impressed slhe will have to 
express what is within hint/her During the period of expression the anthrepos. could use the 
voice or gestures or any kind of expressing the feelings or voicing out the message. This applies 
to all forms of human expression including song. hence this analysis (see pages 20ft). 
JOllSse al so focllses on the balanced bilateralism of the human whole - the left side and the right side, 
the front and the back, the top and the bottom. - and noted that we also acknowledge the importance 
of balance even in our emotions. We talk conversationally of <mental and emotional imbalances' as a 
negative condition needing re-balancing. The combination of balance and rhythm ensure that the 
propositions of meanings expressed by the anthropos are equally balanced and rhythmical. and that this 
combination becomes viscerally embedded with the rhythms of body function. and then the whole body 
remembers. Learning. memory and expression for Jousse are holistic - a whole-being process. Jousse 
also identifies «rhythm" as a natural capacity in man reflected intrinsically and systematically in the 
rhythms of hi s body functions. Balance and rhythm become audible and visible in the perfomlance of 
the song, analysed and ' put-on-the-page' in this analysis (see pages 25ft). 
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When presenting an oral text. there is a spine down the centre of tile page "ith the light and the left 
structures of the song on either side: this demonstrates the relationship betv .. een the ' song-as-
perfomled ' and the 'song-as-written'. (See below) 
Presentation of the Analys is of the Song Umllkot; Ungowellw 
The presentat ion of a song text on the page is problemat ic in that it then appears 10 be a written 
text. The following is the Zulu verbal text of the song, { Imako,; (1lIgolI'etl1ll with an English translation 
presented conventionally as wrinen texts 












l /ngowellm ngempela 
S'IJ'C/\'11I110 
l /zO!J'/washel' a.wphekele 
SIJ'Ol'lIl1/a 
Suhi e-e-e ' e-e-e l 
Si}'OVllll/o 






5iirhi e-e-e-' it-e-t?' 
Siyavllma 
ENG LISH 
llle bride IS ou rs 
We agree 
She is really ours 
We agree 
She will do the washing and the cooking for us 
We agree 
We say yes! yes! 
We agree 
llle bride is Ollrs 
We agree 
She is really ours 
We agree 
She wi ll do the washing and the cooking for LIS 
We agree 
We say yes! yes! 
We agree 
She wi ll do the washing and the cooking for liS 
We agree 
She will do the washing and the cooking for us 
We agree 
She will do the washing and the cooking for us 
We agree 
We say yes! yes! 
We agree 
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Angmmhamhl omodis 'kho 
Slyavlllna 




.\'11111 e-e-e I e-e-e I 
!)IYov/lma 




l lzosiwashel' a!ilphekele 
SI}'GVllma 
,)'1111/ e-(:-e.' f:-e-e I 
SI}'GVlIIl1a 
She must nO{ go to the dIsco' S 
We agree 
She must not go to the films 
We agree 
She must nex anend paITIes 
We agree 
We say yes! yes! 
We agree 
Because she will do the washmg and the cookmg 
for LIS 
We agree 
She will do the washlllg and the cooking for us 
We agree 
She will do the waslung and the cooking for us 
We agree 
We say yes! yes! 
We agree 
The song. Umllkol; UlJgoJllel/1II presented as an Oral-style text in Zulu 
In the representation below, to avoid the perceptio n Ihal the written song text is the same as a 
performed song text, I have placed the latter text in the centre of the page, In thi s way the text is 
nol aligned to a left-hand margin but creales it s own 'shape ' around a ' spine ' running down the 
cent re oflhe reproduced 'oral' tex t: 




UZOSIII'G.' .. hel' oslpheke/e 
,"'))'(1VIII1IO 












5,/ \ '((\'11111(1 
l !:oslwnsheJ' oSlphekde 
,\iymllll1lo 
U;:<h·IWCI.\'hel' oSlplu:kele 
Si I '((VII mn 
SII11I e-e-e.' e-e-e.' 
,I'il) '(/VllIllCl 
Angmmhambi mllCldis kilo 
,\'jY(l'll//I11(1 
An~t/lmholllbl c/luobho)'i.'i 'koblu) 
SiYClVllf1IO 
.. \'jngm11/lfhol' ell/C/phc/lhil7l 
Si),CMIIIIO 
,)ilhi e-e-e ' e-e-e ' 
SI.I'(/vllma 
Ngo 'hu;:osilt'oshel' as/phdele 
,)i, \ '(II'IIl1Ia 




Sillll e-e-£; ' e-e-(" 
Slyavllma 
The song, Umakoti Ungoll'ethu presented as an Oral-style text in English 
llle bride is ours 
We agree 
She is rea lly ours 
We agree 
She will do the washing and the cooking for LIS 
We agree 
We say yes! yes! yes! 
We agree 
llle bride is ours 
We agree 
She is really OLLrs 
We agree 
She will do washing & c:ooking for us 
We agree 
We say yes! yes! yes! 
We agree 
She will do the washing and the c:ooking for liS 
We agree 
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She wdl do the washmg and dIe cookmg for us 
Wc agree 
She W ill do the washlllg and the cookmg for us 
Wc agree 
We say yes' yes' yes' 
Weagroo 
She must nO( go '0 dIe disco' s 
We agree 
She must not go to the films 
We agree 
She must not attend pa lties 
We agree 
\\'e say yes! yes! yes! 
We agree 
Because she \\~II do the waslutlg and the cookmg for liS 
We agree 
She WIll do dIe washmg and the cooklllg for us 
\Veagree 
She will do dIe washmg and the cooking for us 
\Ve agree 
Vle say yes! yes! yesl 
\Ve agree 
UmakOli Ungotvetlw and the Oral-style Law of Mimisl1l 
Jousse describes the anthropos - ' man ' as an "indivisible complexus of gestes, a psychophysiological 
whole being". (Jousse 1997: 14) The geste is an impulse that is played into man - ' im(n)-pressed·
2 
- by 
the surrounding environment, which man then ' re-plays' - ' ex-presses,3. Jousse calls it "mimism" in 
other words. people ' ex-press' what is 'im-pressed' into them. The result of this process can be seen in 
the following photograph taken at the wedding ceremony of Zandile Zwane and Jabulani Manqele. 
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This photograph was taken on the 16th of December 1990 Zulu wedd ings usually take place over two 
days in AI/1/all/bithi (Ladysmith). This photograph was taken on the second day of the maniage ritual. 
which had by this time progressed into the laller aspects of the ritual. This aspect of the ritual was 
perfonned at the groom's home At the time that this photograph was taken. the song lImakolf 
1I11gowelJ1II was being sung. The makolf keeps her eyes lowered as a sign of respect for her husband ' s 
family - pan of the h/ullipha code of poli te behaviour. The ladies with their hands up were showing 
their excitement as they sang 
5illlll ('.e-,' r ,,-... .e' 
.\iyavllma 
We 5<'y yesl yes! 
We agree. 
Some of the singers had their hands raised up, swaying them io the right and the left rhythmically, 
movi ng ITom side to side as they sang, showing the balance in the song. When Umakofi UIIgoII'etJ1II is 
sung there is the involvement of gestures. The legs move from left to the right. When they sing Isitlti e-
et-ell the right foot stamps down and when they sing the second le-e-e!1 the left stamps down and 
when they sing Isiym.',wJul the right foot again stamps down and that shows a distinct fonnula. What 
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is important is that the whole body moves during the perfonnance of this song manifesting what Jousse 
cal ls the 'corporeal-manual geste'-' (Jousse 1997:92). 
On the right at the back of the photograph. an old woman with the rug over her shouldcrs - ' the 
bearer of tradition ' and a young child - ' the apprehender of tradition '~ were watching the 
performance of the sOllg. The old woman was ululaling to show her excit ement. Ululating is an 
African way of applause, and is pcrfonned by older people - usually women - in most traditional Zulu 
ceremonies especially weddings and is the traditional way of expressing appreciation. Audience-
participation heightens the perfomlallce. 
In the background, there is an audience that is obsclving the perfomlance of the song. Some of the 
members oflhe audience arc sealed on the chairs er~oying their drinks, but they are also observing and 
listening to the singing of Umakoli UlIgolI'elhu . Small chi ldren have joined the crowd that is singing. 




l lng(lII 'C!111lI ng/.'mpe/o 
S'.\VVIJIIIl1 
llle bride is ours 
We agree 
She is rea lly ours 
We agree 
The text is thus sung to infonn the public that the marriage agreement has been signed, and now the 
bride belongs to the groom' s family: 
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UZOSI\I mbe/ 'as/pllc'kc'/(' 
,\imvllma 
SlIh/ e-,,-,, ' e-c-t" 
,\i),(1I'1I1110 
She will do the washing and the cooking for us 
We agree 
We say yesl yesl 
We agree 
In the above, the inst l1lctions are given by the groom's family 10 the bride. The bride is instructed as to 
what she is going to do in the new family. The bride is given duties to perfonn: the groom's family -
indicated by the use of 'us' - repeats seven times that she will do the washing and cook for the whole 
fami ly' 
U::o:n ll ashe/ 'aslphekeh' 
SI.lm'lJlIIO 
U::o.\lII'{lslw/"s I plwke le 
SI\ YrVIII1IO 
{ lzOSI\I'oshel 'a,\'lphekele 
Sl,lYrvllmo 
S1I/1I e-l;-e r r-c-I! r 
,\iyavllma 
She will do the washing and dle cooking for LIS 
We agree 
She will do the washing and the cook ing for LIS 
We agree 
She will do the wash ing and dle cooking for us 
We agree 
We say yes! yes! 
We agree 
The above has the repetition of some sounds. That indicates the emphasis and the strength of the 
directive. That is why sounds are repeated . 
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According to the Zulu culture. a mC/kmi has 10 do things according to the society in which she lives 
The new makofi is expected to do away with some of the practices that she used to do before 
marriage. The following words of the song shows the rules which need to be respected by the blide: 
Angawahamh, amad's"kJw 
Si.1'<1vII/1/a 




.\'lIhl c-e-c; I c-{;-(; I 
'\'I,I'OVII /110 
She must not go to disco's 
We agree 
She must not go to the films 
We agree 
She may not be found at parties 
We agree 
We say yes! yes! 
We agree 
The above shows us Ihat there must be a difference between a married woman and a single woman. 
The married woman should do things according to the cultural norms and values. To maintain the 
respectful status if one is a Zulu woman is very important: one must not to go to disco 's and parties. 
The Zulu woman should do the household work and look after the parents-in-law. The bride has to 
bear children and also bring them up in an orderly way. The above verse shows that the young bride is 
not there in the groom's family for enjoyment. but for hard work and to show respect. 
This is the real ity orthe Zulu manied woman's lifestyle, reflected mimismologlcally in the words of the 
song, Umaknti Ul1goll'elhll , and sung and danced in rhythmic 're-play' or 'ex-pression' . 
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Umllkoti UlIgoll'etlw and the Oral-style L:lWS of Blllance and Rhythm 
Jousse identified the cemral role of rhythm in the expression and memory of the human being, and 
favoured the presentation of perionncd texts in balanced Rhythmic schemas placed in way that 
demonstrates their pattern or formula. 
The songllmakoli UlIgOII'cl/1II is sung rhythmically and it has balance: in the singing, the singer moves 
from side to side - from left to right - as the words are sung. In other words, there is a left to right and 
central system of placing sound in relation to the movement oflhe body. Some oflhe uttered units are 
on the spine of the page and there are others in a balance on either side of the spine. This kind of 
analysis and representation of performance is a Joussean convemion 
It is important to note that when the song (/lIlakmi UnRoII 'cl/m is written down, the uttered units are 
spread on either side of the spine of the page. This has a particular impact on the division of units of 
utterance that are usually combined, namely, in this instance: SI)'al'lIl1la and Silh-e-e-e.l c-e-e! In these 
two instances, the units of utterance are divided in a non-grammatical presentation across the spine of 
the page Thus S~,.a- and -I'll/JUt and SiJ/II~-e-e! and e-f!-e ' 
UnUlkoti Ungowct/w in Rhythmic Schemas 
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l l:oSf" 'Oshe/' a.\/phekele 
27 28 
S~\ '0- -1'111110 
29 30 

















S/l11I t~"'; ... l'.' ,Le-,; I 
47 48 
Siya- -\'uma 
( ImakOli (1lIgOll'cfllll IS constructed of tweluy-four simple binary rhythmic schemas, balanced 
rhythmically 0 11 either side of the 'spine' of the page. The twenty-four binary rhythmic schcmas arc 
divided into three sets of eight bina!)' rhythmic schemas (Set One Rhythmic schemas 1-16~ Set Two 
Rhythmic Schemas 17-32. Set Three: Rhythmic Schemas 33-48). At the end of each section there is a 
chorus of six rhythmic units in binary pairs: 
Si),{J- -1'111110 
S[\'O- -1'II",a 
The FomlUlaic refrain 
SiyCl- -\'1l1na 
is repeated twelve times in the song, in rhythmic schemas numbers 3-4. 7-8. 11-1 2, 15-16, 19-20.23-
24, 27-28, 31-32,35-36,39-40, 43-44, 47-48. 
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Jousse (199799) identifies four rhythms The Rhythm of Duration, The Rhythm of Intensity. the 
Rhythm of Timbre and the Rhythm of Pitch. In this analysis of lImokoli UII[(Oll'et/lII. the Rhythm of 
Pitch is clearly demonstrated in the pelfolmance of the song. where the pitch of the voice moves up 
and down, usually mirroring or matching the movement of the body and hands thus the "corporeal-
manual" (body and hands) (Jousse 1997:65) and "Iaryngo-buccal" (speech) (Jousse 1997:90) mode or 
expression are working together. The movement of the pitch of the voice is demonstrated in the 
graphics below: 
The pitch of the voice in /e-e-e! e-e-e/ is observed strongly on the {er' with a circumflex on the first 
lel and a rising inflection on the last two. in each instance. 
Sithi e-e-e! e-e-e! 
As this formulaic choms is chanted. the singer' s fingers point the emphasis of the words in the short 
firtn upward jabs. found with greater intensity on the right side and then on the left side. The Balance. 
Rhythm and Fomlllla is clearly evident in the gestual perfonnance of the song (see next section on 
Corporeal-manual geste). 
The simple Binary Rhythmic Schema - [SiyclI'IIma] - is marked by a circumflex Rhythm of Pitch as 





Jousse idelllifies the corporeal-manual geste - the expression of meaning with the body and the hands 
The song l/1I1{Jkoli U,,~o\ " elhll demonstrates this mode of expression. simultaneously with the first 
vocal sound of the song. In my obselVance of the perfonnance of the song. as the singer sings the first 
note, the right foot steps down while the right hand is used in a quasi-pointing gesture. with a finger 
semi-extended in the air. With the second unit of the rhythmic schema. the weight of the body shifts 
from the right foot to the left. and the pendulum-like swaying of the body. in strict congruence with the 
rhythmic schemas, continues throughout the singing of the song, with the hands and voice also moving 
synchronously. 
Umllkoti Ungowetltu a nd the O ral-style Law of fo rmulism marked by M nemotechnicJd Devices 
Marcel Jousse (1997) defines the Oral-style as a system that operates effectively as a reliable 
mnemonic record because it acts as an aide-memoire (memory-aid) through the use of 
Mnemotechnical Devices which operate as ' clamping' devices. 





Jousse identifies repetitions, e .g. of sounds - [ng] - and words - {siyavuma] . as clamping devices and 
memory-aids (Jousse 1997:565-568). The arrangement of the song in Rhyt hmic Schemas makes it 
easier for us to identify clamping of sounds, words and of vowels in various positions in the text of the 
song. 
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The song lImakoll 1I11}loll'elJUI is characterised by a repetition of consonants. vowels and \\oords I 
have decided to use this schema to demonstrate this repetition. Jousse calls the repetition of 
consonants - ' aconsonal1lisation ' . and the repetition of vowels -<avocalisation ' The repetition of 
words, Joussc called - ' anomination '. Clamping below. therefore, indicates the repetition of words, 
vowels and consonants. 
Mnemotechnicnl Devices in the performance of U",akoti UI1KOlI'etJIll 
Jousse identified repetition as a means whereby expression was embedded in memory. Jousse identifies 
repetition of sounds and streams of alliterative sounds. <clamp-sounds' or ' aconsonantisation'. 
Assonantal repetition he calls ' clamp-rhymes' or 'avocalisation ' 




AlIgall'ahomhi omabhoyis 'kobho 
The above is the example where a word-AlIgcMahambl is repeated. Jousse calls the repetit ion of word 
units, as clal11pwords. 
The ' stream of sound ' {\I } is repeated in each of the rhythmic units clamping the propositional geste 
in the Rhythmic Schema: 
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The repetition of the vowels and consonants ha ve a cohering effect which ' clamps' the text , i.e creating 




Jousse identifies the ' proposit ion'. a rhyt hmic balancing expressing a completed notion. usually 
performed as a 'stream of sound', for example. 
\wma 
Siya- -\ '11111(1 
5i) 'a- -\,,,,,,0 
The above words have been repeated in the song to stress that the groom's family really agrees that the 
Umakoti (the hride) belongs to them (their family) 
Clamping 
Initial rhyme is employed by arranging syllables in a particular order to form a particular fomlUla . In the 
example below. (.\"i } shows the initial rhyme that is found in the song sung by the groom's family. 
S;ya \'/Ill/a 
Sithi e..e..e! e-e-e.' 
S~)'O 1 '111110 
The ' clamping' in the lines below are indicated by isolating the repeated sounds in braces. 
{U} {m}akOl' {Ill {IIK}OlI·{(,}th{lI} 
{Siym'u{mJa} 
{U} {/lg}oll'{e}/h{lI} {/lg} {e} {m}p{e}/a 
{SiyOl'll{I/I}a} 
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The bride is ours 
Wc agree 
She is really ours 
We agree 




M.f.Ji ll l'iJwmhl 
J:fPUl"h'~rL" 'kuhho 
The above pan of the song shows 'clamp-units' : {ama} . There are also ' clamp-sounds' like. {k} and 
tm} . We also have 'clamp-vowels' like: {a \, {IJ and {o }. The repet it ion of oJlga- and {/III{/- are 
examples of init ial clamping which Maphumulo describes as follows 
Lapi10 slIhola igamo e/isekuqa/em kOlllllgqa /iphmdwo kolande/ayo khona ekllqa/em. KIII1gasC 
/cuhe y;lo lonke Igama noma /cuhe Ylgama eseltgllqllhwe laba ngohmye IlceZ1t Iwen/clllllmo. 
( 1993:88) 
(That is where we find the word at the begilUling of the sentence being repeated at dle beginn Ing of 
the fol lowing sentence. Sometimes it's dle whole word or the part of speech.) 
Coding repetitions in colour 
Coding mnemotechnical devices - repetitions or clampings - in colour makes their complexity and 
effect immediately visible. Jousse advocated this approach for this reason. 
In the following presentation of the song, I have marked the repetition of whole Rhythmic Schemas in 
coloured ' boxes'. The use of colour shows ' pannerships', All those rhythmic units that are not ' paired ' 
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or ' partnered' are marked in black It is interesting to note that some of the single rhythmic units in 
black, are the ones that mark the restrictions upon the behaviour of the makoll, namely that she may 
not attend disco's (Augoll'ahambi amatiis'kho), parties (Smgol1llll/IO/' el1laphmhini) or go to films 
(Allgowa/wm/u amahhay;s'kob!IO). The coloured - and therefore 'paired ' or 'partnered' - rhythmic 
units mark the instructions to the makm; «( /:os;II'Gs/ud' Gsiphl!kl!/ej or the chorus (Si)'(fI'"ma Silhi e-
e-e.l e-e-e). It is usually the single rhythmic units - the restrictions on the behaviour of the mokOli - that 
are changed and modified according to the context in which the song is sung. 
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I f=osill'ashel ' (lsiphekele l 
36 
?' _J 24 
.\'1)'(1- -\'11111(1 
25 26 
(J:miu'oshel . mlpheke/c 
27 28 
SI)t1- -I '{(fila 
29 30 
Sill,; it-i! ... iti e~-i! 
3 1 '? J-
SI)'O- -1'/u110 
" 34 » 




Aflga\l'ohomhi amahhayis 'kobho 
39 40 
Slya- -1 '111110 









In the following presentation orthe song, I have carried forward the repetition of Rhyt hmic Schemas in 























L-________ s_,_~_u-________ ~I LI ________ -_'_'"_m_u ________ -1 
25 26 
l ':,.tIl;Il'(/.\l,c/ I usiplteRl!/e 
27 28 
I SiYll- -I'unw 
38 
29 30 
Sill,; i-ft-eJ C-('-(' 
31 '0 "e 
I I ,\")'((- -1'''flUJ 
" 34 >J 












Sitlti e-e-eJ e-c-e 
47 48 
'i. • 1)'11- -l'lfnw 
39 
In the fo llowing presentat ion of the song. I have carried forward the repetition or Rhythmic Schemas in 
coloured ' boxes', and the repet ition of units of sound in colour. and added an indication of how the 
word Umflkoti is linked to the rest of the lext by means of the vowel sounds ' avocalisation ' as 
Jousse called it 
2 
( 'IImko/i 
, , 4 
S{I 'lI-
5 6 
L wf}!(Ju 'e/hu 'fgempelu 
7 8 
I St:m- - "'WUI 
9 10 
I (1;t}sllI'ttshel' asiphekele 
II 12 
Si.VlI- -\u nfit 
13 14 
I Si/hi e-i!-e.' ! 
15 16 
.')1) '(1 - -IU IIUl 
17 18 
{lz{)s/lI'lIshel ' miphekele 
19 20 
Siy" - -I '«mu 
21 22 
( '=osIWl/,5hel ' (Jsiphekele 
2 j 24 
,\1),,- -1'«/I1U 
25 26 













Allgllu'ulmmhi '1III/1hh,~) 1.')'kllhho 
19 110 
Si)'tI- -\'tWill 
4 1 42 
... \{II)!cJl1I ",holi emtwhulhuli 
43 11 
I Siyu- -!'lIm u I 
45 46 
Sithi e-e-e.l e-e-(! 
47 ~8 
Si},,· -IU IUII 
Comment: All repetitions are marked in colour. The use of colour immediately shows the sound 
pattems, which have a clamping or cohesive effect on the song, thus making it easier 10 
remember. In the analysis above, I have used the following colour-coding: 
• u = brown 
• u = pink 
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• (J = blue 
• 1= IIll,rOUn 
Linking Umllkoli to the rcst of the text 
In the follov..ing presentation of lImakoll 1II1xoH'eJIIII, 1 demonstrate the ' avocalisation ' fomlUlaic 
rhythm. by means of lines linking the incidence of the vowel and consonant sounds complising the 





















Comment on the above representation: 
Even though the \\<ord ' ",,,akoll ' is mentioned only once in the song, it is clamped to the song in a 
'danced weaving of sound connections'. The density of connections is visible in the colours used. The 
seven sounds - four vowels and three consonants - are repeated sufficiently frequently to create a 
\.Veaving or sound that ' clamps' the song in memory. 
The incidence of the Mnemonic Laws and the Mnemotechnical devices identified by JOllsse as 
elements of the Oral-style is clearly evident in Umakoli 1I11goll'ellm 
Conclusion 
In traditional Zulu society. women play a major role in ensuring the well-being of the family physically 
and emotionally. The old women were. and still are. the teachers of customs. myths, morals to the 
young generation. By so doing they transmit the cultural nomlS and values of the society from 
generation to generation by mouth - orally and body - gestually. 
Most orlhe Zulu wedding songs are brief and are characterised by a lot of repetition like u=()siwoshel' 
aSlj)hekele in part Ihree oflhe text of the song, Umokoli UIIWJII 'ellm. Wedding songs are repeated and 
repetition becomes a device for committing them to memory. In Umakuli UlIgowelJlII , the structure of 
this repetition is dependent upon the Oral-style Mnemonic Laws of Mimism, Rhythmism, Bilateralism 
(Balance) and Formulism and the Mnemotechnical clamping devices ident ified by Marcel Jousse. 
Zulu maoiages have values and attitudes which can be understood by analysing some of the songs 
especially the song Umakofi UlIgolI'elhn, which is about Makofi, the daughter-in-law. She is given 
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orders and rules. values and nomlS and given advice about the h/olllpho (respect) required of her in the 
groom's family_ It has been observed that as society changes the li fe of the people also change 
UmokOff l lllf!(}II't;!111II reflects some such modifications to suite social change 
What does not change is that all people need their roots and an understanding of where they come 
frOIll , If an individuaVanthropos is living in an urban area it can be good nOI to break away from the 
family in nu'al areas. The person without a living connection to an extended family is like the tree 
without the roots which may die at any time due to the lack of water and minerals from the soil 
Modifications cannot be hindered but roots must remain connected , The Oral-style Mnemonic Laws 
and Mnemotechnical devices identified by Jousse and demonst rated in this study contribute 10 those 
roots and connections, embedded in memory 
[ndllotes 
Anlhropos: Joussc uscd Ihis lerm 10 refer to the generic 'man' , 
'in(m)-press" : Joussse aler1s his readers 10 Ihe nature of 'i m-pression' - Ihat \, hieh is 'pressed Ln' 
Ex-press" : Jousse aler1S his rcaders to the LUlIurc of ·c . ...:-prcssioll" - the aet of ' pressi ng out ' . 
Corporeal-manual geste: Joussc uscs this term 10 describe Ihe mO\'ement of the bod~ and the hands - thcrefore 
the \\ hole bod~ - to c . ..:prcss mcaning. 
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APP EN DIX 
Intel'views 
O:lIe Duration Subject Age Nllme & Stalus Ycarof Venue 
marriage 
99-07-1 6 9.30-10.45 Marriage 62 Mrs M.M 1955 Kwa-
Zwane (Granny) Hlathi 
99-07-16 12.00- 12.30 Marriage 40 Mrs T.B. 1985 Kwa-
MnclIbe (old Hlat hi 
makoti) 
99-07-1 6 930- 10.00 Marriage '? 0_ Mrs --.--- 1990 Kwa-
(Makoti) Hlathi 
99-09-24 11 15-1230 Marriage 27 Mrs ----- 1993 Kwa-
(Makoti) Hlathi 
99-09-24 [300- [400 Marriage 32 Mrs ------ [988 Kwa-
(Makoti) Hlathi 
99-09-26 10:00-[[ 00 Marriage 34 Mrs J. Zwane [996 Kwa-
(Makoti) H[athi 
99-09-27 8:30-9:00 Marriage 26 Mrs ----- [999 Kwa-
(Makoti) Hlathi 
99-09-27 [0:30-1 1:30 Marriage 42 Mrs G. Kunene 1982 Kwa-
(Makoti) Hlathi 
99-09-27 11:00- 12:00 Marriage 30 Mrs V. Khoza 199 1 Kwa-
(Makoti) Hlathi 
Observations of weddings at which U"",kot; U"J:0we,lru was sung 
OlHe Place Groom Bridr Role or Page 
Researcher Reference 
1985 Danhauser J Mncube T Zwane Bridesmaid 12, 13 
1990 KwaHlathi J Manqele Z Zwane Bride 12, 14 
1996 KwaHlathi S Zwane J Ziqubu Observer 12 
1999 Emondlo B Khoza T Manqele Observer 13 
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